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Awareness time is not « 0 s », we are 

not robots

• Experiments and simulations indicate that

awareness time is highly individual and

can be up to ~ 110 s [1-4]

People remain inside a car even when

smoke/fire emanates from the vehicle (next

slide)

• Evacuate the other passengers ~ [111 s – 137 s] [5]

• Retrieve the warning triangle and the reflective waistcoat ~ [30 s – 90 s]

[6, 7]

• On the 25 de Abril bridge in Lisbon, Portugal: ‘Remain inside your vehicle 

and never abandon it.’ ~ x s ? [8]

• Deceleration ~ 40 s

• Finding a safe place can be difficult,

especially during rush hour ~ x s ?

• Stop the vehicle ~ x s ?

Movement timeAwareness time Response time

Te2 ≈ 40 s + x sTe1 ≈ 5 s - 110 s Te3 ≈ 137 s – 167 s 
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Warning
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Egress Time ≈ 317 sec + X s

≥ 5 minutes
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Driver behavior when driving with a potential failure in the vehicle 
- from NHTSA investigations

Examples of people who remain inside the vehicle when smoke or fire is detected in their vehicle
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